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New Model from Newcodent Ltd.
It gives us pleasure to introduce our new upgraded Newcodent MDU 7-24V unit which is
similar to our old MDU5 but with additional features in going with modern technology.
This unit works on mains supply from 110 – 240V it is a unique and new development
within the compressor control case which is the smallest of the three cases and
incorporates all relays and electronic controls results in all working parts inside the
MDU7-24V and work on maximum power of 24V and air.
New features:
A stainless steel instrument panel which facilitates cleaning easy.
A new high-speed handpiece with both spray and light running at approx. 380.000 rpm.
There is also space for a slow motor for low speed contra-angled or straight handpieces.
New air scaler and LED curing light. All CE approved.
We are very excited with the new MDU7-24V which is potentially the best and lightest
portable dental unit in the world to-day.
The largest of the three cases which is
optional but can be used for transporting the
dental unit and other items which can then
be used as table top for the MDU7-24V

The MDU7-24V complete with instruments.

The MDU7-24V measures:
Height = 44 cm
Width = 32 cm
Dept = 25 cm
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The unit is easy to carry, one case in each hand
Weight of each case 7Kg.

For more information or to book a demo, please send me an: siggi@newcodent.com
email or call me at + 44 1844 213399
We hope that this is of interest and we shall look forward to hearing from you soon.
Best regards

Siggi
Siggi G Jokumsen
Managing Director CEO
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